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Editor’s
Note
Hello Spartans! Good news

- the shortest month of the
year is over, and we only
have three more months of
school left! Unfortunately,
we won’t be getting another
day off until Spring Break,
which is really late this year
(almost mid-April). While
3rd quarter might feel like
it will never end, make sure
to take a quick read through
this newspaper to catch up
on some of the exciting
things happening both in
and out of Memorial! Flip
to the sports section to read
about Boys Swimming’s
amazing comeback at State
and Memorial Cheer Team’s
showing at Nationals, or to
Student Life to read
about a trendy new
Mexican restaurant.
Excited for St. Patrick’s Day? Peep
the many clovers
while reading about
details on the St.
Patrick’s Day JMM

Blood Drive. Also enclosed
in this issue are our monthly SNL recap, opinions on
school bathrooms, and the
value of taking AP tests.
Speaking of, I hope everyone registered for their
AP Tests before March
3rd! Finally, congrats to
the Juniors for taking the
grueling ACT last Tuesday.
Even though we have only
less than two quarters of
school left, remember to
take care of yourselves and
your classmates by getting
lots of sleep, eating healthy
food, and supporting your
peers at upcoming events!
(Oh, and seniors, please try
and not get too much Senioritis). See you next issue,
Spartans!
- Sanjana Kumar, Arts and
Entertainment
Editor
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Access
Festival
By Peter Yang

ACT Tuesday
By Kelly Wu

It’s the day that freshmen, sophomores, and seniors love but juniors dread. During the
week leading up to Tuesday, February 28th, you can find many juniors taking practice
tests, reading ACT prep books and bubbling in answer sheets in advisory. This is a quick
recap of how this past ACT Tuesday went, and here’s to all juniors getting the scores
they aimed for!
The school ACT is given to all juniors in the state of Wisconsin. It is paid for by local
school districts, and involves the writing portion. Memorial High School has the tradition of staff making breakfast for students before they start the grueling four hour long
ordeal. This year was no different – juniors received elephant-shaped pancakes and eggs,
amongst other traditional breakfast items. Delicious!
Afterwards, testing started in separate classrooms, sorted alphabetically. The proctors
were teachers here at JMM, which students said helped them to feel more relaxed in the
testing environment. This is not to say the rules were relaxed, however. No cell phones,
bags, snacks or water bottles were allowed. Additionally, the number of questions you
had bubbled at the end of each section was recorded, to make sure you didn’t go back
during another section to fill in more answers. These are all rules to help ensure fair
testing.
Sword & Shield asked a couple of students about their experience. One student commented on the lack of snacks: “It was exhausting, but the teachers were all super nice. I
didn’t like the fact that we couldn’t bring snacks, because testing is hard and it’s good to
have some fuel in between sections.” The strict regulations are because this is a statewide test and there is a lot of scrutiny over cheating.
Another student compared this test to the one they had taken before: “The english and
reading tests were about the same, science was easier, math was harder. However, overall, I think the test was really similar. It could have been just how I was feeling today.”
Finally, one junior commented on the great planning Memorial did in preparing for
Tuesday. “I think Memorial did a really good job in terms of planning this out. The rules
are very strict but they planned out the breaks well. I didn’t have any distractions!”
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The first annual Memorial
College Access Fair,
a Local Ideas Festival
organized by Dan Maloney
and Peter Yang, will take
place on March 30th at
James Madison Memorial
High School. This festival
is aimed at students who
need support and have
questions about the college
process from application to
move-in day. It will feature
remarks from leaders in
every field relating to
College Access. Besides

being able to accurately
complete essential
paperwork and applications
such as the FAFSA,
festival attendees have the
opportunity to listen to
housing directors, college
admissions counselors, and
financial aid officers give
valuable information about
navigating the College
system. With free food and
child care available, we
invite students, teachers,
parents, and community
members to join us at the
festival.

New
Restaurant
Comes to
Madison
Without
Much
Fanfare

By Beatričė Naujalytė
and Garrett Kennedy

Los Atlantes is a small
new Mexican restaurant
located on Raymond Road,
near Walgreen’s and the
Meadowridge Library.
About a ten-minute drive
from JMM during regular
traffic, it’s a little far for
a lunch break, but perfect
for a casual dinner with a
couple of friends.
Los Atlantes Restaurant & Bakery is a casual
restaurant, somewhere on
the continuum between
a fast-food place and a
fancy restaurant. It’s a little
confusing the first time.
When you come in, you
fetch your own menu from
the front and choose a table
to sit down at, where a
waiter will take your order.
Once you’ve finished your
quesadillas, or fajitas, or
whatever you may have
ordered, you can walk up
to the cashier to pay, leaving your finished plates on
the table. So a waiter will
help you, but they won’t do
everything for you.
On to the decor (or lack

thereof). The restaurant as
a whole was very clean and
somewhat modern. Featuring a small little refrigerator with drinks, about
ten bare-bones booths, and
music videos playing on a
flat-screen TV, the restaurant felt like the dorm of
a college student that has
just moved in. The restaurant had glittery paper
hearts taped to the walls,
and a few hanging from the
ceiling for the good measure. With the big awkward
empty space in the middle,
the restaurant could use any
feeling of coziness it can
manage. We have to give
them credit, though. It is
a new restaurant and what
they’ve done with the place
is fine for how long they’ve
been open. We hope they
will invest in making the
Mexican restaurant feel
like a Mexican restaurant
sometime soon.
When we arrived at the
restaurant, we were a
little hesitant to enter. We
got there at around 5PM
and only three customers
were in there. The sign
on the door that read “no
unaccompanied children
allowed for more than 20
minutes” only made us
more uneasy. After coming
in and grabbing our menus,
we chose one of two taller
tables near the window,
sacrificing the comfort of
a booth for the view out
the window. Throughout
our stay, we got the feeling
that the restaurant wasn’t
too excited about teenagers
coming in to dine, which

we didn’t understand because we are super responsible and mature??? It turns
out they didn’t consider
us children because they
let us stay longer than 20
minutes, but they did seem
to be in a bit of a rush to get
us out. About a minute after
sitting down, the waiter
came over and asked us
if we were ready to order.
We politely declined, and
he came back in another
five minutes or so. Ever the
indecisive reporters, we had
to ask for yet more time.
This time, however, he
stood next to us and didn’t
walk away, which put a lot
of pressure on us to choose.
He was very polite, though,
and recommended a few
dishes, even advising us
on the spiciness of certain
options.
The team working in the
kitchen prepared our order
in rocket speed. We had

barely gotten into our conversation when five minutes
later, the huge plates came
out. We were tempted to
start eating, but we reminded ourselves that we
are ~journalists~ and must
photograph the food first.
And then we dug in.
Beatričė had the fajita
special for $7.99: two porkfilled fajitas, topped with a
green sauce, with beans and
rice on the side. While the
dish looked amazing, the
fajitas were a little bland.
The pork filling was very
flavorful, there just wasn’t
enough of it in there. The
green sauce on top (the
mild option) was a little

spicy for her, but would
probably be fine for most
everyone else. The beans
and rice on the side were
simple and delicious.
Garrett ordered the
chimichangas with beans,
rice, cheese, and cheese
sauce. It was one large
burrito filled with beans,
rice, and cheese, smothered
in queso sauce, with lettuce
and tomatoes on the side.
It tasted really good - the
tortilla was fried a little
and the cheese went really
well with the whole thing.
The lettuce and tomatoes
tasted great with the burrito, although I would’ve
preferred whole beans to
refried. All in all it was
really good and all for the
price of $8.99.
Before we left we
grabbed one of their beautifully displayed pastries.
They weren’t labeled so we
couldn’t tell what it was exactly, but it tasted like a
cinnamon-y croissant?
According to the Wisconsin State Journal,
in an article they wrote
on Jan. 30, 2017, they
don’t make their own
bakery items, but it was
a fine pastry nevertheless. A tad on the dry
side, but for $1 it was
excusable. Again, they’re
a new restaurant, but we’d
like to see them making
their own pastries sometime
in the future. It is, after all,
Los Atlantes Restaurant &
Bakery.
Los Atlantes opens everyday at 8AM and closes at
8PM, at 7PM on Sundays.
They are located at 5706
Raymond Rd, Madison, WI
53711 and if, for whatever
reason, you would like to
call them, their phone number is (608) 446-1462. We
definitely recommend that
you try it out sometime!
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Spartan Scoreboard:
MEMORIAL FORENSICS

Sheboygan South Tournament (342 pts, 1st
Place)

Demonstration Speaking: 1st: Devika Kamath, Finalist:
Han
Delavan-Darien Tournament (330 pts, 1st Place) Minseon
Duo Interpretation: Finalist: Aris Awes & Malcolm
Farrago: 1st: Malcolm Buisch, 4th: Nate Kiehn, 5th:
Buisch
Kiran Arora
Extemporaneous Speaking: 2nd: Anurag Sandireddy,
Impromptu Speaking: 2nd: Anurag Sandireddy, 3rd: Deb 3rd: Jack Votava, Finalist: Peter Yang
Blank, Finalist: Peter Yang
Farrago: 2nd: Malcolm Buisch
Informative Speaking: 1st: Nivedita Remji, 2nd: Priya
Impromptu Speaking: 2nd: Anurag Sandireddy, 3rd: Deb
Mathur, 4th: Anusha Sahai, 5th: Michelle Shou
Blank, Finalist: Peter Yang
Moments in History: 3rd: Ani Srinivasan, 5th: Kelly
Informative Speaking: 1st: Nivedita Remji, 2nd: EvanLuu, 6th: Catherine Wu
ka Annyapu, 3rd: Priya Mathur, Finalist: Samik Partha,
Oratory: 4th: Megan Li
Finalist: Anusha Sahai
Play Acting: 2nd: Brock MacDonald & Joel Faliski
Moments in History: 1st: Kelly Luu, 3rd: Shruti Sathish,
Poetry: 3rd: Audrey Accardo
Finalist: Sophie Blumenstein, Finalist: Danielle Slawny
Prose: 2nd: Julia Siegal, 3rd: Lilly Griffin, 6th: Lily
Oratory: 3rd: Samik Partha
Lowndes
Radio: 2nd: Brock MacDonald
Solo Humorous Acting: 1st: Lea Hulsey, 4th: Rayan BaPlay Acting: 1st: Addie Zweifel & Jack Votava, Finalist:
nerjee, 5th: Quillan Townsend
Brock MacDonald & Joel Faliski
Solo Serious Acting: 3rd: Aris Awes, 4th: Amanda Yao
Poetry: Finalist: Audrey Accardo
Special Occasion Speaking: 5th: Addie Zweifel
Prose: 2nd: Julia Siegal
Storytelling: 1st: Danni Yang, 4th: Rebekah Hershberger
Solo Humorous Acting: Finalist: Rayan Banerjee
Solo Serious Acting: Finalist: Amanda Yao
Special Occasion Speaking: 1st: Greta Larget, 2nd: Deb
Blank, 3rd: Addie Zweifel
Storytelling: 3rd: Danni Yang, Finalist: Rebekah Hershbut a physical one. During berger
the cleaning out process,
there was one accident.
While people were taking
out the old projector that had
been unmaintained for ages,
By Zhantuo Zhou
it caught on fire and started
It must have been 5 years
spitting out blue fireballs.
ago when Ms. Stec and Mr.
Luckily, no one was hurt.
By Zhantou Zhou
Senson decided to remodel
While workers were finPreparing for AP tests is very simple. There are
the physics room. However,
ishing putting in their last
plenty of resources you can use to help you to score
the project was complicated, touches, I went inside and
well on AP tests. There are free AP textbooks at the
costly, and time consuming.
had a peek. The new room
public libraries that have sample tests and test preparaOver the past five years, they looks much bigger than
tion skills. It is evident that people score higher when
have made some progress,
before, and everything looks
they have seen the format of the test before the actual
such as changing the tables
very organized. The giant
test. Depending on the subjects, the AP tests may look
and putting in computers.
white board caught my atvery different from classroom tests and quizzes. Don’t
However, the old rusty tables tention. Along with it, there
panic. The College Board gives students enough time
did not go anywhere. Rather, is a new smart projector. The
to finish the tests.
they ended up in the back of light now can be dimmed
A lot of people finish the tests on time. Bring a snack
the room, where they have
and a brand new ceiling is in
to the testing center. There is a break in between secremained for ages.
place. There will be no more
tions where you can get out your snack and eat someFinally, however, remode- of the squeaky chairs that
thing before beginning the next section. Although there
ling is on schedule and Ms.
bothered Ms. Stec so much.
is a clock at the testing center, it is highly recommendStec and Mr. Senson’s idea
Although I was still able to
ed that you bring your own watch. You won’t know
is coming to reality. Two and smell the fresh new paint. I
where you’ll be sitting before hand, so you may not be
a half weeks ago, all physwould assume we will soon
able to easily or clearly see the clock.
ics students were forced out
be able to move into the new
Also, the fact is you probably won’t know every
of the class and moved to
classroom.
question on the test, so simply skip the ones you don’t
a different classroom. Conknow. Listen to the instructor’s directions carefully.
sequently, teaching physics
Every year there are students are forced to leave as
became not only a brain
they did not follow the instructions. Lastly, eat a breakexercise for both teachers,
fast or brunch before you come, and be there on time.
You are not allowed to enter if you are late.

The Story of
the Physics
Room
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How to Prepare for AP
Tests

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

LEGO Batman Movie
Review
By Garrett Kennedy

When I heard that they were coming out with a sequel
to the LEGO Movie, I was quite excited. I loved the original LEGO Movie with its catchy music, cute characters,
lots of jokes and even an interesting plot. I saw lot’s of
commercials for the movie in the weeks before its release
and it was sounding better and better. Once it came to
theaters I stopped hearing about it so much, and I almost
forgot about it. But, thankfully my family had already
planned a trip to go see it together.
I don’t want to spoil anything, since I’m sure all of you
want to go watch it on your own. It was a great movie, the
audience wouldn’t stop laughing (kinda irritating actually)
I was feeling a little sick, so I wasn’t really in the laughing mood, but there were some parts that got me laughing
as well. The first parts of the movie were pretty sad, but

things started cheering up a lot by the end.
Lot’s of this movie reminded me of the original LEGO
movie, bringing up master builders, the giant pit leading
to the human world, and the general theme of loneliness
and isolation. Emmet and Batman seem quite similar after
watching this movie, both very lonely (even if they didn’t
admit it) in the beginning and
both (maybe) finding friends and
people to be with by the end of
the film.
I think overall it was a really
great, cute, funny movie. Perfect
for fans of the LEGO Movie
and even if you haven’t seen the
LEGO Movie, you really can
jump right into LEGO Batman.

Can You
Spare Some?
By Evanka Annyapu

Currently, the Red
Cross is low on blood donations, affecting a majority
of patients that immediately
need blood. A simple pint
of blood can save three
lives, something so fortunate for someone really
needing it. Fortunately, in
collaboration with JMM
HOSA, the Red Cross will
be here on March 17th for
those that would like to donate blood and save lives!
They are really looking for
applicable donors- please
consider it!
Here are some requirements:
-Must be 17, but 16 year
olds can donate with parent
permission
-Eat a healthy meal and
drink water before donating
-Must weigh at least 110
lbs
-You can even do a double
red blood cell donation:
check out redcrossblood.
org for more information!
If anyone has
questions, don’t hesitate to
contact eannyapu@madison.k12.wi.us!
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February SNL Recap

vacation. We know she’s okay because she’s blonde.” He
finishes the conference by using a remote control to ram
his motorized podium into the audience in a fit of rage.

In what seems to be their
battle against Trump, SNL
brought out their two biggest
weapons thus far this month:
Kristen Stewart and Alec
Baldwin. These two were the
perfect pairing.
First, we had Kristen Stewart, who said it herself that
Trump probably wouldn’t like her because, “I’m hosting
SNL and I’m like, so gay, dude.” In her monologue she
took a moment to remind us of the fact that a couple of
years ago, the current President of the United States felt
the need to play relationship counselor to her and Robert Pattinson over Twitter. He published multiple tweets,
including one that read, “Everyone knows I am right
that Robert Pattinson should dump Kristen Stewart. In
a couple of years, he will thank me. Be smart, Robert.”
...Our President, ladies and gentlemen, forever the Twitter
meddler. But maybe the biggest news that this monologue
generated was the f-bomb that slipped out at the very end.
It’s easy to forget just how big of a deal this is. Let’s all
remember that in 2009, Jenny Slate accidentally said the
dangerous word during her very first episode as a cast
member and was not invited back for a second season.
Even Stewart herself lamented just before commercial
break, “...and Alessia Cara is also here, and I’ll never
come back.”
Next, we had “Donald Trump” himself - Alec Baldwin,
who has been playing the president every single episode
for the past couple of months. This week was literally
just another week in the office for him. In his monologue,
however, there was surprisingly little mention of politics.
He simply recounted his many previous SNL appearances while the youngest cast member, Pete Davidson,
poked fun at his age. When they looked at a photo from
Baldwin’s very first monologue back in 1990, Davidson
just couldn’t believe it. “I mean, you were so handsome.
Did everyone look like that back then, like a young NBA
coach? … Were you like so mad when you just stopped
looking like that?”
SEAN SPICER PRESS CONFERENCE COLD OPEN
Melissa McCarthy is one of my all-time favorites, and
I am so glad to see her joining in on the fun as an irate
White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer. In this sketch,
Spicer comes out to his podium screaming, and doesn’t
tone it down for the duration of the sketch. He stuffs a
piece of gum the size of a sheet of printer paper into his
mouth before attempting to barrel through a list of difficult names of countries and world leaders. “They will be
joined by his wife- uh, you know what? I’m just gonna
pass on that one.” When poor Glenn Thrush in his “stupid
hat” tries to ask a question about the travel ban, Spicey
sighs and glances at the ceiling, shaking his head, “You’re
testing me, big guy.” He reaches his limit when the reporters push him to explain what “extreme vetting” really
means, and walks over to a box full of toys. Among them
is Barbie, who is serving as the airport traveler going
through security. “Nice American girl, back from a dream

WELCOME VIDEO
At first glance, it appears to be your average ‘Merican
video. It opens with majestic shots of grizzly bears and
prairies, and an aerial view
of Lady Liberty herself.
“Hello, bonjour, hola, konichiwa, and welcome to the
United States,” beams Cecily
Strong. But every couple of
seconds, her encouraging
voice is interrupted with the
rushed voice of an angry man
and glaring red text overlays.
“You’ll also need a valid passport from your country of
origin- not including Iraq, Iran, Syria, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, or Yemen, and maybe Australia? We’ll see.” “In
addition, you may be asked to provide a few- hundred
-simple- confusing - forms. If you need assistance, there
will be someone- no one -to help you.” About halfway
through we even get to meet the man behind all of these
edits, who inserts a clip of himself explaining even more
requirements. Among the more ridiculous ones: a “highly
detailed” questionnaire in which the only question is “Are
you Muslim?”, blood, urine, and stool samples, and to eat
a hot dog in front of security agents.

By Beatričė
Naujalytė

CELEBRITY FAMILY FEUD: SUPER BOWL EDITION
Celebrity Family Feud is a good back-up sketch for the
writers of SNL because it’s really just an opportunity
for them to make fun of any celebrities they want to. On
this edition, the Falcons side is composed of “America’s
leading cause of diabetes” Paula Deen, actor Samuel L.
Jackson, and NFL commissioner Roger Goodell. Finally,
there’s the one and only Justin Bieber (played by Kate
McKinnon) who is proud to announce that he is “not bad
no more.” Steve Harvey gets a good chuckle out of him.
On the Patriots side there’s Tom Brady’s wife Gisele Bundchen and head coach Bill Belichick, who, despite being
a millionaire, “dresses like seventh grade boy”. When
introducing actor Casey Affleck, Steve Harvey comments,
“Oh my God, you like the first half of a commercial for
antidepressants.” And finishing off the Patriots side is
Lady Gaga, who swears she won’t be political during her
halftime show, *wink wink*. Both teams put up a good
performance, but it’s Gisele Bundchen who scores her
team a win at the very end. When asked, “Something that
you take to a party?” she answers, “Steve, a party is being
together. I’ll say the beautiful spirit of togetherness that
makes us all part of the tapestry of humanity.” It’s the first
answer on the board.
Do you agree with my picks for this month? What were
your favorites? E-mail me at
bnaujalyte@madison.k12.
wi.us or Facebook message
me if you’d like your comments of March’s sketches to
be included in the next installment of this series.

Save the Yoshis
in Yoshi’s Wooly
World!
By Michael Rehani

When mentioning Yoshi from
Super Mario Bros. to people, the
only thing they typically think of is a
green dinosaur that you can sacrifice
to get an extra jump in Super Mario
World. However, Yoshi is much more
than this. In the Yoshi’s Island series,
he is the protector of Baby Mario,
the much younger form of Mario. In
Yoshi’s Woolly World, he is the main
character who tries to save the other
Yoshis from an evil wizard. Yoshi’s
Woolly World was originally released
for the Wii U. However, due to its
popularity, it was recently released for
the 3DS. It came out on February 3rd
with a ticket price of $39.99. Playing
as Yoshi may be a lot of fun, but is it
worth the price? Let’s find out!
Yoshi’s Woolly World is a lot of
fun to play. Anyone who has played
a game in the Yoshi’s Island series
will be in a familiar environment, as
the games are quite similar. Defeating
enemies in this game is a lot of fun.
Yoshi defeats enemies by sticking out
his tongue to eat them and (contd.)
turning them into balls of yarn, which
he throws at other enemies or obstacles. Unfortunately, unlike the original version for the Wii U, there is no
multiplayer option in this game. This
is a huge drawback, as multiplayer
was very fun in the original game. In
no other game can somebody have
the enjoyment of eating their teammate, turning them into a ball of yarn,
and chucking them into an enemy.
On the other hand, the lack of multiplayer does save friendships from the
(yarn) balls of wrath. Another great
thing about the game is that it supports Amiibos. Amiibos are figures
(not dolls!) modeled after Nintendo
characters that, when connected to
the 3DS, can unlock new content
like characters, weapons, costumes,

and more. The Amiibo for this game
unlocks a new costume for Yoshi, and
it allows the player to control two
Yoshis at once. I liked the gameplay
for Yoshi’s Woolly World; it is unlike
anything I have ever played.
The plot of the game doesn’t make
too much sense. A magical wizard
turns most of the Yoshis into bundles
of wonder wool, and as a result, they
cannot move. Two of the Yoshis manage to avoid being turned into these
bundles and go on a quest to save the
other Yoshis. In past games, the same
wizard could do devastating damage
to their enemies, so it makes little
sense why they only chose to turn
Yoshis into bundles of wool and make
enemies bigger when they could have
done much more. However, this is the
same universe where two plumbers
from Brooklyn, New York eat flowers
to shoot fireballs and fight giant sewer
monsters, so I guess all logic has been
thrown out the window at this point. I
feel like Nintendo focused all of their
efforts on the gameplay, realized that
they forgot to add a story, and as a
result, made the story the first thing
that came to their heads. I would not
recommend this game to somebody
if they care a lot about the plot of a
game.
As I mentioned earlier, Yoshi’s
Woolly World was recently released
for the 3DS, but it was originally
released for the Wii U. The only real
difference between the two games
is that the 3DS version does have a
few extra stages. Other than this, the
games are almost identical.Overall, I
really enjoyed playing Yoshi’s Woolly
World. It was a lot of fun playing as
Yoshi and for once not sacrificing him
for an extra jump. The game was excellently redesigned for the 3DS and
has quite a bit of potential. The game
is worth its ticket price of $39.99.
Even if somebody has never played
a Yoshi’s Island game or the original
Yoshi’s Woolly World, I would still
recommend that they buy it.

OSCARS
By Leah
Vredenbregt

What a night it was. The 89th
annual Oscars wowed everyone this
year, with its stunning styles, political
statements, childish fun, and a shocking end.
The night started out with Red
Carpet styles that caught and captured
everyone's attention. Outstanding
looks included Hidden Figures stars
Janelle Monae in Elie Saab, and Taraji
P. Henson with an Alberta Ferretti off
the shoulder velvet navy dress.
The ceremony started in a unique,
but wildly loved way, when Best
Original Song nominee Justin Timberlake sang his nominated song
“Can’t Stop The Feeling”. Host Jimmy
Kimmel followed the performance
by coming on stage with a politically
charged monologue that shed light on
the current political situation. One
political statement of the night was
when a producer from Iran that won
for best foreign language film was not
in attendance out of respect for the
people of Iran that could not get to
the country.
Highlights included boxes of candy
tied to parachutes rained down on the
audience and an unsuspecting tour
bus surprising its riders.
Hollywood veterans Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway had the honor
of announcing the award for best
picture. After a pause from Beatty,
Dunaway announced that La La Land
had won. However, partway through
the acceptance speech, a commotion
occurred on stage and La La Land
producer Jordan Horowitz announced
“There's been a mistake, Moonlight,
you guys won best picture”. Kimmel
and the accountants who tabulated
the scores came running on stage. It
was confirmed that yes, Moonlight
in fact had won, and in a classy act,
Horowitz said “I'm going to be very
proud to had this to my friends from
‘Moonlight’”.
This was a
huge win for
Moonlight who
took home
a total of 3
Oscars out of 8
nominations.

Artist of the
Month
By Sanjana Kumar

lenge myself. Being able
to execute a piece exactly
how I see it in my head
is challenging, but really
satisfying.

What art classes have you
taken at Memorial?
Drawing (I, II, III), Graphic
Design, Photoshop, Ceramics I, and Photography (I,
II, III)

What is your favorite medium to work with?
I love drawing and photography, and programs like
Photoshop and Illustrator
are great because I get to
combine my favorite mediums to create pieces.

Name: Marisa
Hetzler, Grade: 12

How long have you been
creating art?
I’ve always been interested
in drawing and photography, and I’ve always taken
inspiration from music,
movies and fine arts. I
didn’t start committing myself to serious projects until
high school.
Why do you create art?
It is a great way to chal-
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What has been your
favorite piece of art that
you’ve made?
For one of my college
applications I had to make a
set of visual instructions on
how to complete an action.
I drew out the 6 steps to
taking a selfie and I was really proud of how it turned
out.

Where do you find your
inspiration?
I can get inspiration from
anywhere. Because my
artwork is still developing,
so much of it is inspired
by things like my family,
nature, and other artwork.
Who is your favorite
artist?
It’s hard for me to pick
a favorite artist, but my
favorite Graphic Designer
right now is Jessica Walsh.
I would love to be
as successful as
her one day.

you need the most work on.
What is one type of art
you’d like to learn in the
future?
I think Printmaking is so
beautiful, but I never got a
chance to learn it at Memorial. I would love to practice it in the future.
Do you plan on continuing
art after high school?
Yes, I will be studying
Graphic Design in college.

Do you have any
words of advice
to artists?
Challenge yourself. Usually the
areas in art you
avoid are the ones
Crossword
By Beatričė Naujalytė
Across
8. Trump signed an order that
indefinitely bans people from
this country from coming into
the US.
9. The Oscars began with this
artist's song "Can't Stop the
Feeling".
11. The enzyme that helps us
digest dairy products.
12. You should attend the
Madison College Access
Festival if you want to learn
about filling out this important
form.
18. The Red Cross is collaborating with this JMM club to
hold a blood drive.
19. The artist of the month
would like to learn this type
of art sometime in the future.
21. Teachers prepared pancakes in the shape of this
animal for the students taking
the ACT test.
24. This La La Land producer
graciously handed over the
Oscar to Moonlight after it
was announced that there had
been a mistake.
26. The piece of machinery
that caught fire during the
physics room remodel.
27. This and Jeopardy are two
examples of popular classroom games that encourage
competition.
28. The dish that Garrett or-

Horoscopes
By Sam Bartkowiak

Aries March
21 -April 19
You aren’t
somebody
who loves to
be organized,
but for some
reason, you’re just itching
to. Just go with it!
Taurus April
20- May 20
This month
things are
going to
collide - but
don’t worry!
In fact, finally facing an
obstacle head on could be
just you need!
Gemini May
21 -June 20
You and your
brainwaves
are totally
vibing. Take
advantage of this braintime by getting enough
sleep and eating right.
Cancer June 21 -July 22
It’s a good time to start a
new project! But making

sure to
recognize
where
you’re at
emotionally
and
responding appropriately
is one of the marks of
maturity.
attractive.
Leo July 23 August 2 earn
something
new! Your
innate
curiosity plays
a huge role in how you
navigate tricky situations,
so pay attention and don’t
overreact.
Virgo
August 23 September
22Things
couldn’t
be better!
But you might feel a bit
overwhelmed this month,
so slow down. Everything
happens in its own time.
Libra September 23 October 22 Relationships,
relationships, relationships.
This month forecasts that

dered at the new Mexican restaurant.
29. This SNL host joked that she'll
never come back after accidentally
dropping the f-bomb during her monologue.
Down
1. The only grade that had to take the
ACT on February 28th.
2. A scientific study found that "people who consumed more ________
had lower incidence of heart disease."
3. The rallying cry of the boys' swim
team.
4. This star hosted the 89th Oscars.
5. A rule that forces financial advisors
to act in the best interests of their
clients.
6. You are said to be this if consuming dairy products gives you an upset
stomach.
7. UW-Madison doesn't accept AP
credits from this AP class.
8. Where track athletes have been lifting weights, doing cardio, and getting
into shape.
9. Artist of the month Marisa Hetzler's favorite graphic designer at the

you’re all
about them,
and they’re
taking up the
bulk of your
attention,
too.

be able to
successfully
resolve the
problem.

Scorpio
October 23 November
21 If it’s not
clear what
step you
should take
next, hold off on any big
decisions until you think it
out.
Sagittarius
November
22 December 21
You need
to get outside and get
active! Bring along a buddy
for ultimate enjoyment!

Aquarius January 20 February 18
You’ll be able
to connect
really well
with folks
around you.
Join a club to connect with
new people because this is
your time to stand out and
make new friends.
Pisces February 19 March 20 You’ve got a lot
of great ideas about how to
help people. You’re a real
networker, and you should
go follow
your ideas!

Capricorn December 22 January 19 Get some
perspective so step back,
breathe deep — you know
the drill. The sooner you
do that the sooner you’ll

moment.
10. He and Batman are the two main
characters in the Lego Batman movie.
11. A new Mexican restaurant that has
opened up on Raymond Road.
13. You can plug these into your 3DS
to unlock new content for Yoshi's
Woolly World.
14. What the cheer team yells before
they are called up for competitions.
15. This organization administers the
AP tests.
16. He has been playing Donald
Trump on SNL for a few months now
and recently hosted his own episode.
17. Together with Dan Maloney, he
organized the Madison College Access Festival.
20. According to Dr. Deepa Varma,
“Cow’s milk contains on average
about _____ times the amount of protein than human milk does."
22. The iconic slogan was used by
the government as part of their dairy
checkoff program.
23. The length, in hours, of the ACT
test.

25. Trump's first official act in office
was to declare his intention to repeal
the Affordable Care Act, commonly
known as __________.
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A Brief
Summary
Of Trump’s
Executive
Actions

NEWS
By Amit Rajesh

As of 2-16-17, Tru
mp has signed 25 executive
orders/memorandums. Here are
the highlights:
Jan. 20th: His first official
act in office, this order declares
Trump’s intention to repeal the
Affordable Care Act, commonly known as Obamacare.
This act is considered Obama’s biggest accomplishment
in office, although many
Republicans, including
Trump, want to see it replaced by something else.
Jan. 23rd: This memorandum signals Trump’s
intent to withdraw from
the TPP (Trans Pacific
Partnership), a trade deal
aimed to lower tariffs for
12 countries around the
Pacific Rim, excluding
China.
Jan. 24th: Trump signed
three memoranda set to
expand oil pipelines in the
United States, a move cheered by pipeline proponents but
decried by environmentalists and many Native American
tribes.
Jan. 27th: The order that has by far attracted the most
attention. This order has three parts: first, it halts the refugee program for 120 days to improve vetting process, and
caps refugee admission to 50,000 per year; second, it temporarily bans people from the countries Iran, Iraq, Libya,
Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen from entering the country for
90 days; and third, it bans Syrians from entering indefinitely until he decides otherwise. This order has generated
a huge public uproar, with tens of thousands protesting
the ruling in various cities and airports across the country.
Many have labeled this move by Trump to be xenophobic
and racist (All of the above countries are Muslim-majority). The administration has responded by claiming that
religion was not a deciding factor. They also said they had
gotten the list of countries to ban from the Obama administration; travel restrictions on these countries have already been in place for some time. Whatever the case, this
order was declared unconstitutional by a Seattle federal
judge who has blocked this order nationwide. The Trump
administration is expected to release a revised edition of
this order soon.
Jan. 30th: A symbol of Trump’s opposition to regulation, this executive order states that for every one regulation the executive branch proposes, two more must be
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eliminated. It also caps spending for new regulations in
2017 at $0.
Feb. 3rd: Executive Order directs Secretary of Treasury
to review existing financial regulations. Among the regulations in question is the landmark Dodd-Frank bill, aimed
at reducing risk in the financial system. Secretary has 120
days to report back to the President.
Feb. 3rd: Trump gives a memorandum that directs the
Labor Secretary to review the “fiduciary rule”, a rule that
forces financial advisors to act in the best interests of their
clients.
While this does seem like a
very action-packed start to the
Presidency, it is worth noting
that all of these actions are executive orders. For those wondering what executive orders
actually are, they are official
documents signed by the President that declares government
policy and giving instructions
to different agencies. They
cannot reverse a law that has
been passed by Congress, so
their scope is limited and they
have less power than they are
sometimes advertised.

SPORTS

Boys Swim Wrap Up Their
Season With an Amazing
Finish
By David Chen

The last week of the 2016-2017 swim season could
potentially go down as the one of the greatest comeback
stories in Memorial athletics history. As Sectional results
rolled in, the Team found themselves staring at a team 5th
seed, and a seemingly insurmountable 120 point deficit to
top seed and #1 ranked Waukesha South/Catholic Memorial. The defending champions now played the role of the
underdog, with only 13 individual swims and dives and 3
relays to try and cover the deficit. To the rest of the state,
it seemed like their final preseason prediction was about to
come true: the Team was finished atop Wisconsin. Undeterred, for one last week they laid out their goals in front
of them and began their preparations; putting every last
ounce of extra energy into the proverbial
box, only to be opened on Saturday at 3
pm Central. It was possible, Coach Paul
Eckerle told the Team, that despite what
the psych sheet said, it was possible for
them to finish out their season on top, to
clear any remaining doubts the state of
Wisconsin had up to this point. State Runners Up was within reach.
On the last day, the Team gathered for
a brief warm-up in the Memorial pool.
A quick clean-up shave-down, and off to
captain David Chen’s house for brunch
and a place to prepare for the afternoon.
Finally, they arrived. Quietly, confidently, to the roar of the Natatorium and the
Green and White faithful. With “Defend
the Dynasty” their rallying cry, they took
one last quick swim, and the race was on.
What followed were potentially the most exciting three
hours in the history of James Madison Memorial Swimming.
It started with an 8th place finish by junior diver Sam
Smith. Although he was the only diver on the Team, he
nonetheless demonstrated his irreplaceability, highlighted by top finishes throughout the season and capitalized
by his State performance. The Team then placed 3rd in
the Medley relay, beating out higher seeds Waukesha,
Hudson, and Middleton to move up; already they were
gaining ground. In the 200 free, freshman Will Wowk and
senior Drake Horton took control of the second heat, with
Drake dominating his way to a second place finish by two
one-hundredths. Following that, David Chen, seeded to
score no points in the 200 individual medley, took the top
spot after both the first and second heats to move up to a
ninth place finish, adding yet more points to the Team’s
ballooning total. In the last bit of excitement before the
break, junior Roark Lundal roared back from a last place
seed to also take ninth overall in the 50 freestyle. At the

break, the Team, projected to be in fifth place and score no
points after the 200 freestyle, was on top. The rest of the
state was in shock, but the best was yet to come.
The fifteen minute break did not slow the Team’s momentum in any way, as they came out even hotter than before the intermission. Roark followed up his dynamic 50
free performance to take eighth place in the 100 fly, and
in the highlight of the meet, junior Alex Wowk took the
100 butterfly title. In team-record breaking fashion, Alex
out-touched heavy favorite and West rival Lain Weaver
in 49 and a half seconds as the seventh seed in Lane 1,
a thorough demonstration of the Team’s otherworldly
performance in the meet. Drake nearly followed up Alex’s
victory with a victory of his own from Lane 1, barely
getting out-touched by Wauwatosa’s Danny Larson in the
100 freestyle. Nonetheless it was clear: the Team was here
to fight to the end.
Waukesha finally gained the lead after a dominant 500
freestyle performance, aided by two podium finishes.
However yet again, the Team moved up in points thanks
to sophomore Josh Barth and Will
Wowk’s strong performances (that
will only get even better in the years
to come). From the second heat,
the Team took 5th place in the 200
freestyle relay, with sophomore Noah
Gonring posting another season best
in his only State meet swim to help
the Team move up another four spots
to claim a podium finish. In the 100
backstroke, David won the first heat
to move into scoring position again,
finishing 10th while Alex Wowk
followed up his 100 butterfly victory with a 3rd place podium finish
and best time. In the last individual
event of the day sophomore Cole
Bell, in his only State swim, dropped
yet another second in the 100 breaststroke to move into
scoring position, adding once again to the Team’s expanding total. The Team finished off their State meet with a 5th
place 400 freestyle finish held afloat by junior Keisuke
Hirota, who played an extremely critical role in all three
podium-finishing relays after illness derailed his individual Sectional swims. However Hirota, like the rest of the
Team, did not let anything stand in their way at State. Nor
for the season. With the touch of the last swimmer in the
last heat of the last event, it was over: Waukesha South/
Catholic Memorial were State Champions, but the Team
had achieved its goal of bringing home yet another State
trophy as Runners Up: its unprecedented 17th in a row.
Overall, the Team added 71.5 points to their seeded 144.5
to finish with 216 points to Waukesha’s 246. By some
miracle, or maybe through sheer will, and perhaps as a
testament to their toughness, the Team scored 150% of
their projected total: a storybook ending to a season filled
with storybook highlights.
*
*
*
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JMM Cheer
Team Interview: Trip
to Orlando,
Florida
By ALY RADER

Q: Was this the first time
the Cheerleading team
ever traveled to Orlando to
compete?
Daryana & Dayana
Blanco (Juniors, Position: Bases): Yes
Q: What is the best part of
the Cheer team?
Daryana & Dayana:
The best part of the Cheer
Team is being able to
cheer for our school during Football and Basketball games. The best part
of the Competition Cheer
Team is that this year we
were able to compete as a
coed team. We also liked
how well we all get along
together and how we had
so much fun competing
at different competitions
while watching and learning from other high school
teams.
Tenzin Gelek & Tenzin
Tashi (Juniors, Position:
Stunt men): The best
thing about the team is
that we are all very diverse
and different, but we were
able to come together as
one team, and there are
two sets of twins on the
team which is very cool.
Q: What were some of
the thoughts as you were
preparing to compete?
Angelina Lor (Sophomore, Position: Flyer):
I prepared by thinking
positive thoughts such as
our stunts not falling.
Jeimy Rico (Junior, Position: Base/ Backspot):
I just kept replaying the
routine in my head.
Tenzin Choenyi (Senior, Position: Flyer): We
mainly are here for the
experience and have had

hardships during the process but that’s fine!
Q: What is something you
do to help calm yourself
before performing?
The Team: We all go into a
team circle while mentally
preparing ourselves by taking deep breaths. We talk
about how we have to not
drop any stunts, not rush,
and to just go out there and
have fun. We also all think
about the positives such as
getting the opportunity to
compete at Nationals. Right

before they call our school
name, we put our hands in,
count to three and yell out
“Ohana!”
Q: How many other teams
were there in Orlando?
Daryana & Daryana:
There were so many teams
and different divisions that
were competing from all
over the U.S. We couldn’t
count them all!
Q: What other activities did
you do with your teammates while in Orlando?
Lexi Wong (Junior, Posi-

tion: Base/ Backspotter)
& Pearl (Sophomore,
Position: Flyer): We went
to four parks (Animal
Kingdom, Epcot, Magic
Kingdom, and Hollywood
Studios), hung out, practiced, and ate.
Q: What was the most
memorable moment during
the trip?
The Team: The most
memorable moment during
the trip was when we were
performing on stage and
we hit our last stunt. We

We Run Ours Off So We
Can Kick Yours: JMM
Track
and Field 2017
By Lily Lowndes and Danni Yang

The time has come; track and field season is upon
us! The anticipation is almost over, with the first practice
coming up on Monday, March 6th. The athletes have been
working hard at Speed and Strength every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday after school, where they lifted weights,
did cardio, and got into shape for the start to a great season.
In track and field, there are twelve different races, including the 100m, 200m, 300m hurdles, 400m, 800m, 1600m,
3200m, 4x 100 relay, 4x 200 relay, 4x 400 relay and 4x
800 relay as well as six field events; pole vault, long jump,
high jump, triple jump, discus and shot put. So, there is an
event for everyone!
There are many great reasons to join track, but the best
part of all is the new people you meet. Each track meet is
really fun especially because you get to hang out with the
team and your friends. You become a lot closer, especially
with the people who do the same events you do. In addition, it builds a sense of community as you work as a
team, while at the same time on the individual level track
pushes you to be your best. You are able to grow and get
so much better as the season progresses.

If you are more into the racing events, relays are especially fun. This is the only opportunity you get to compete a
team event, instead of just on the individual level. Working side by side with your teammates is super fun!
I hope all you track athletes are looking forward to the
season as much as we are! Run the good race and see you
March 6th!
If you want to look at last season’s results you can
visit www.trackandfield.com for the boy’s and girl’s stats.
Meets:
March 17 Dubuque Invite @ University of Dubuque (girls
JV & V)
March 18 Dubuque Invite @ University of Dubuque (boy
JV & V)
March 24 City indoor @ UW-Madison Shell
April 1 Madison West Relays @ UW-Madison Shell
(Boys Jv and v)
April 4 Dual Meet @ Lafollete
April 6 JV Conference Meet @ JMM
April 8 TFA @ UW-Whitewater Girls V
April 8 McFarland Invite @ McFarland High School V
April 11 Dual Meet vs. Verona @ JMM (JV & V)
April 18 Dual Meet @ Beloit JV and V
April 21 Watertown Invite @ Watertown High School V
April 25 Dual vs Middleton @ JMM JV and V
April 28 Baraboo Relays @ Baraboo HS V
May 2 City Meet @ JMM V
May 3 JV City Meet @ Lussier Stadium JV
May 5 Spartan Invite @ JMM Boys V
May 9 JV Conference @ Monterey Stadium JV
May 12 Big 8 Championships @ JMM V (West hosts)
May 17 City Relays @ Lussier Stadium V
May 22 WIAA Regional @ JMM V
May 25 WIAA Sectional @ Middleton HS V
June 2-3 State Championship @ UW Lacrosse V

knew that we had just hit all of our stunts, and all of the
hard work had paid off in the end. Even though we had
many struggles throughout the season, we didn’t let that
get in our way of going to nationals. We were in it for the
experience and wanted to see and feel what it was like
competing at a national level for the first time as well.
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OPINIONS

Got Milk? Perhaps You Shouldn’t
By Beatričė Naujalytė

You’ve seen it. Celebrities ranging from Beyonce and
Angelina Jolie to Mario and Kermit the Frog have graced
the pages of magazines bearing the distinctive milk moustache and a slogan saying “Got Milk?” You’d think all
of these adults would have learned by now to not tip the
glass back so far...
The real question, though, is why is milk so amazing
that it deserves this huge, iconic marketing campaign?
The simple answer - it’s not.
We’ve all heard of lactose intolerance. With a name like
that, it sounds like an abnormality, but really, we humans
were never meant to be lactose-tolerant. Let’s rewind
back to when we were babies. At this age, our only source
of food was our mother’s milk, so our bodies developed
the enzyme lactase to help us digest it. Then we started
eating other foods, and we no longer needed to consume
lactose, so our bodies simply stopped producing the
necessary enzymes. Thousands of years ago, this is how
it was. But according to an article by Benjamin Phelan
for Slate, “...around 10,000 B.C., this began to change. A
genetic mutation appeared, somewhere near modern-day
Turkey, that jammed the lactase-production gene permanently in the “on” position.” Now we were free to drink
milk from other animals - goats, cows, whatever floats
your boat - without having to suffer from deadly diarrhea.
In ancient times, when early agriculture meant unvaried diets, and newly emerging crowded urban areas were
the perfect breeding space for disease, this new skill was
a savior. Scientists aren’t exactly sure how, but drinking
milk filled some nutritional need that allowed people to
live longer than their lactose-intolerant counterparts, and
thus continue spreading the genes.
This remnant of our ancestors can still be observed
today. According to Genetics Home Reference, “Approximately 65 percent of the human population has a reduced
ability to digest lactose after infancy.” And in east Asia,
communities can be up to 90% lactose-intolerant! So is it
they who are lactose-intolerant, or us milk-guzzlers who
are lactose-persistent?
If that’s not enough, the touting of low-fat or even
*shudders* skim milk, has been a misstep, too. According to Washington Post, “Scientists who tallied diet and
health records for several thousand patients over ten years
found, for example, that contrary to the government advice, people who consumed more milk fat had lower incidence of heart disease.” And how many times has low-fat
milk been pushed on us? None of it makes sense.
If you think about it though, the whole idea of milk
doesn’t make sense. How is it that a liquid produced
by another species and meant for another species could
possibly be such a wonderful, essential health elixir for
modern humans? Dr. Deepa Varma writes, “Cow’s milk
contains on average about three times the amount of
protein than human milk does, which creates metabolic
disturbances in humans that have detrimental bone health
consequences, according to a study published in the

American Journal of Epidemiology.”
Cow’s milk has been linked to a whole list of problems
including acne, certain cancers, male reproductive disorders, early puberty, endometrial cancer, arthritis, kidney
stones, etc. And if that’s not enough to gross you out,
here’s a list of things that can be found in milk: pus cells,
feces components (poop), bovine growth hormone, and
antibiotics. Yum. How would you like that poured over
your cereal?
Okay, okay, so you’re probably thinking, Stop, Beatrice,
you’re going to make me throw up, so I’ll move on. Now
that we’ve established that milk is just weird, why are we
constantly being told to drink it? Because of the government’s dairy checkoff program.
A checkoff program is a program that collects money
from producers of a certain type of food, and uses that
money to research and promote that product. Which
sounds all great and innocent until you dig a little deeper.
The program works with companies like McDonald’s,
Domino’s, and Taco Bell to make sure that they produce and promote products that are heavy in dairy (read:
cheese, cheese, and more cheese, with a side of cholesterol). They have also worked to get pizzas and milk cartons
into schools, making up claims like “Pizza is among the
top four sources of calcium, protein and fiber in the U.S.
diet” (affi.org). Ha, ha, ha. That’s a real knee-slapper right
there.
Okay, so you’ve gotten to the end of this long (but
fascinating) article, and you might want to know what
my purpose is in writing this. I didn’t write this to make
you stop drinking milk. That’s totally your choice. I wrote
this because I want to make you think about what you eat.
Milk is a staple in many American diets and often touted
as a glorious drink worthy of fueling star athletes. After
reading this I hope you’ve taken a moment to reconsider,
and hopefully you will start to question some of the other
foods you take for granted.
This article should also serve as a reminder that, sadly,
the government does not care about your health. Need I
remind you of that old food pyramid in which they placed
grains under fruit and vegetables and made no distinction
between processed grains and whole grains? They did that
to make sure that people kept buying heavily subsidized
grain products, but I’ll save that for another article.
Sources: ghr.nlm.nih.gov, slate.com, washingtonpost.com,
synergistiqhealth.com, eatdrinkpolitics.com, affi.org

Self-Competition: The Most
Beneficial and Important
Type of Competition
impact other students. Low

By Shruti Sathish

Life is full of competitions. When most people
hear the word “competition” they automatically
jump to the idea of competing against other people
in games and tournaments.
However, people often
forget about another type
of competition, self-competition. Self-competition
allows people to reflect
back on their past selves
and pushes them to improve, with the intent of
doing the best they can, and
not necessarily winning.
Self competition can be
viewed as the “preparation”
aspect that usually comes
before competing against
other people. People take
many practice tests or do
repetitions before competing against others, because
they want to make sure that
they have competed against
themselves thoroughly and
are ready to take it a step
further and compete against
others, although that’s not
how most of us think about
it. Although I believe that
competitions where people
compete against others are
important, self-competition
is more important and beneficial in the long run.
We are constantly surrounded by competitiveness, whether it’s studying
to do better on the next
science test, or practicing
to try to win the next basketball game. In fact, many
teachers in school like to
have their students play
games such as jeopardy or
Kahoot where they compete against other students
in the class to answer the
questions quickly and
accurately. These competitions motivate most students to do better through a
fun, competitive approach.
However, they negatively

JMM Bathrooms Need
Improvement
By Lily Lowndes

One change is usually
followed by another, so afperforming students often
ter seeing the article about
feel that there’s no point
the new bell, I decided to
in participating or trying
write about the state of our
because they feel that
bathrooms. This has been
winning is impossible. In
addition, these competitions a topic that we’ve had on
the table for a potential
can add stress and anxiety
article, and now is the time
to some students because
for it to be published. It is
they feel that winning is
no secret that our school
most important, causing
(having been built in 1966),
them to perform poorly,
therefore lowering their self has some infrastructural
problems. Among which
esteem and attitude.While
the state of the bathrooms
competing against others
is the most shocking and
allows people to gauge
problematic.
where they’re at and can
First of all, the pressure
push them towards workin the sinks are all wrong,
ing harder and becoming
so out of the two sinks in
better for the future, it can
negatively impact others by each bathroom, one spews
water over the side of the
adding stress and making
basin, while the other one
them feel that there’s no
produces a sad, little wimpy
point in trying.
stream. This is a big issue,
Everyone wants to win.
because whenever you need
Everyone wants to be the
to wash your hands, you
best. However, that’s not
have to choose between
always going to happen,
getting little dots of water
and I believe that this is
sprayed onto your shirt,
where self-competition
comes in. I believe that self or putting your hand as
uncomfortably close to the
improvement and the hard
work is the most important faucet without touching it
and waiting several minutes
and most beneficial in the
to rinse the soap off of your
long run. Sure, if you win
hands. Not only is this exthe next state tournament
for whatever activity you’re tremely frustrating, but this
is the case in every single
involved in, there’ll be a
girl’s bathroom at Memorigreat amount of happial, some of which have no
ness and excitement since
working sinks at all!
all your hard work paid
In addition to the seemoff, but what will matter
ingly faulty sinks, there
most is hard work spent
always seems to be multiin self-competition trying
ple mysterious puddles of
to become better than you
stagnant water on the floor.
were before. Self-compeYikes. I don’t have anytition and setting goals for
yourself are very important thing more to add on that
topic.
because they help YOU
become better without
focusing on winning, but
rather focusing on become
better and doing your best.
As said by famous author
Jaachynma N.E. Agu, “You
are not in competition with
anybody except yourself;
try to outdo your past not
other people.”

I have also heard from
some students that some of
the stalls in the boys’ bathroom don’t have any doors
on them. This is probably
the worst problem of all,
for obvious reasons. It’s a
billion times worse than the
one inch cracks separating
the sides of the cubicles
from the doors in the girl’s
bathroom. Absolutely no
privacy! What I want to
know is; how did the door
even go missing in the first
place? And how has this
problem not been solved
yet? Does anybody care
about the state of the bathrooms? It makes no sense.
Needless to say, there
have been some improvements to the bathrooms at
Memorial. Over the summer, new cubicles were
installed (the gray ones
you now see), replacing
the light pink ones of old,
and some of the sinks have
started to work again. There
are still some areas to work
on, such as the aforementioned sinks, or the rumored
missing door, but for now it
is what we have.
We can all agree that the
bathrooms at Memorial are
in pretty shabby condition.
However, there is still hope
for conditions to improve.
The Physics room got a
facelift, so why not the
bathrooms?
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Are AP Tests
Worth It?
By Zhantuo Zhou

As a senior in high school, I have
taken a few AP tests in past years
and have gotten credits for them.
Now the real question is, “Are AP
tests worth your time and money?”
Sadly, there is no clear answer.
Before we even talk about whether or you should take the AP tests,
let’s first consider if the score is
actually going to count. It is important to note that not all colleges
accept AP credits and not all colleges that accept AP credits accept
each type of AP credit. For example, UW-Madison accepts all AP
credits, except AP Statistics credits.
Furthermore, if the credits you
received from your AP tests are a
part of your major of interest, most
colleges would still force you to
retake the class at their college. In
addition, AP tests are not easy. Our
teachers certainly prepare you for
it, but you have to find extra time to
study. Otherwise, getting a 1 or 2 is
for certain, which does not get you
any credits. You need to pass the AP
tests with a 3, 4, or a 5 in order to
receive AP credits.
It is recommended that everyone takes a couple of AP tests and
classes by the end of high school,
but is definitely not required and
is not necessarily the right choice
for everyone. AP classes and tests
are difficult, but given that you’re
dedicated and willing to invest time
to study to try to pass the exam,
they are usually not so bad. AP tests
have their obvious advantages, but
it is also important to note the huge
time commitment and dedication
you’ll have to put in to pass the
tests in order to receive college
credit.
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TAKE YOUR first

steps TO

SMARTER
MONEY
with a little help from
SUMMIT CREDIT UNION.

Open a
STUDENT FREE CHECKING1 OR
SAVINGS2 ACCOUNT

and get

$20 DEPOSITED INTO YOUR
ACCOUNT & $20 DEPOSITED INTO
YOUR CLASS FUND3

Saving up for a new phone, a car or even college? You can do it!
And Summit Credit Union is here to help.
We’ve got a FREE student checking account, online tools that make it easy to
see how you’re saving and spending your money, and an app that lets you split
the bill with friends (or get money from our parents)!
And, if you open a Student Free Checking or savings account by March 18,
you’ll get $20 deposited into your account and $20 deposited into
your class fund!

STOP BY SUMMIT, RIGHT IN YOUR SCHOOL, TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY!

Federally insured by NCUA. New members only. Offer valid until 3/18/2017. 1 Minimum to open a
Student Free Checking account is $25. Student Free Checking requires a primary savings account.
2 Primary savings: minimum to open is $5. Annual Percentage Yield (APY) as of 12/12/2016 is
0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum to obtain APY is $25. 3 $20 cash bonus will be
deposited to your account at account opening. Cash bonuses are considered taxable income and
are subject to 1099 tax reporting.
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